It can be proved (see Maurin [8] , p. 196) that in case of a bi-invariant Hubert subspace the reproducing kernel H is given by
5*φ = φ*5, cpe D(G) ,
where S is on G a central distribution of positive type. Now, let § be a bi-invariant Hubert subspace of D' (G) and let L and R be the left and right regul r representation of G on D' (G}. For every x, y e G, denote the restriction of the linear operator L x R y to § by B(x,y), thus defining a unitary representation of G x G on i). The representation B will be referred to s the bi-regular representation on i>. The space £> is said to be minimal bi-invariant if B is irreducible.
Let U be an irreducible representation of G on a Hubert space Λ and assume that for all φ e D (G) the operator U (φ) is Hubert-Schmidt. By a result of Dixmier and Malliavin (see [3] ), every φ E D (G} can be written s a sum of elements α * β where α, β e D (G). It follows that the operators C/(<p) are actually of trace class. Denote the distribution φ -+ tr ί/(φ), the character of U, by #\ A kernel H v can now be defined by or, equivalently, by
The corresponding Hubert subspace of /)'(G) will be denoted by $ υ . Proof. Let A be the conjugate space of Λ and let ξ -* ξ be the canonical anti-isomorphism from onto ft. For all ξ, η E ft the continuous map g -* (υ^)η, ξ) will be denoted by (υ(·)η, ξ). Define the linear map Φ : A ® 2 ft -» D' (G) by Now the condition that t/(<p) be Hubert-Schmidt for all <pE/)(G) is the same s saying that Φ is continuous; its continuous extension to ft ® 2 ft will be denoted by Φ. It is easily verified that By irreducibility of x t/ (see [7] ) it follows that Φ is injective.
Define § = Φ(Α ® 2 5V) and transport (by means of Φ) the Hubert space structure of A ® 2 onto §. Now § is a bi-invariant Hubert subspace of £>'(G) and the bi-regular representation on § is equivalent to x U. This proves that § is minimal bi-invariant.
Next we determine the reproducing kernel H of § to prove that § = ξ> ν .
Choose an orthonormal base (£ { ) in . By construction of §, the functions (£/(·)&, £,·) form an orthonormal base in §.
Expanding Ηφ in terms of this base one easily verifies that for all φ, ψ e D (G) <7/φ, φ> = tr(t7( V )* Ό (φ)) = </^<ρ, φ> .
It follows that H = H v ; consequently § = £ v .
Following the lines of Godement in [4] and Klamer in [6] , a converse to theorem l can be proved: The space £ 0 can be turned into an irreducible Hubert algebra (see Dixmier [2] , Godement [4] ) by defining a multiplication:
Theorem 2. IfG is a unimodular Lie group oftype I then to every minimal bi-invariant Hubert subspace ξ) of D'(G} there corresponds (up to equivalence) a unique U such that
and an involution:
The restriction of the left regul r representation L to $ will be denoted by L\& the von Neumann algebra generated by L\$ by J5f. Now on the one band one has on 5f a semi finite normal trace Tr (the natural trace corresponding to the Hubert algebra $> 0 ) such that for all φ, ψ E D (G)
On the other band, & being a factor of type I, there exists a closed jS?-invariant subspace of § such that the representation U = L | Λ is irreducible. Denoting the Standard trace of an operator on Λ by tr, a second semi finite normal trace on <£ can be defined by Both traces on the factor JS? are necessarily proportional (see [2] ).
It follows that for some λ > 0 one has for all φ,ψε D (G)
This proves that H = λΗ Ό , that is § = λξ> ϋ . Unicity of U is left to the reader. where the inner product is given by Kirillov proved in [5] that, in case of a nilpotent Lie group, there exists a one to one correspondence between irreducible representations of G (up to equivalence) and orbits of the co-adjoint action of G on g*. There exists a canonical invariant Radon measure μ υ οη the orbit corresponding to t/, such that Kirillov's famous trace formula is valid:
e D (G)
(see Corwin and Greenleaf [1] ; Kirillov [5] ; Pukanszky [11] ; Rai's [12] ).
The following theorem is stated in the notations introduced above:
Theorem 3. Lei G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group. If U is an irreducible unitary representation corresponding to aflat orbit of the co-adjoint action, then
Proof. Let 0 be a non-trivial flat orbit of dimension m in g*. Then Θ = where V is a linear subspace of g* and Feg* such that F$ 1f. Now both V and the linear span ^"+ RF of i^ and F are invariant under the co-adjoint action. Therefore, by Engel's theorem there exists a base [L^ . . . , L n } of g* such that
Let {X l9 . . . , X n ] be the co-base in g of {L 19 . . . , L"}. Then:
Through the bases {X 19 ...,X H } and {L 19 . .., L n ] the spaces g and g* are identified with R". In this way the orbit G in g* can be described s:
Denoting the Lebesgue measure on i?
m by λ and the Dirac measure in the point a by <5 fl , an invariant measure μ on G is defined:
Now one has:
Consequently, writing e 1 * for the function t -+ e lt :
The image of &Λ 2 (μ) under the linear map T -> 7° log from ZX(g) onto D' (G) will be denoted by &Λ 2 (μ) ο log or, shortly, by § μ .
Modifying μ, if necessary, by a scalar factor it turns out that £ μ = $ 9 where [/ is the irreducible unitary representation corresponding to 0.
To prove this, the operator £4 : g -* g is introduced:
The Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula implies that for all A = (a l9 ..., a n ) and == v-Xj, ... , X n ) 2 A (X) = (x i + a l9 x 2 + a 2 , x 3 + a 3 + Qi(a l9 a 2 , x l9 x 2 ) , . . . Therefore the reproducing kernel Η μ of § μ can be described in the following way:
Denoting the distribution φ -> tr U (φ) on G by #*, the reproducing kernel //^ of i)ŵ as defined s:
where * denotes convolution on G.
Letting ψ converge to the Dirac measure in the identity e of G, and realizing that Kirillov's trace formula is a way of saying that SC o exp = ^μ (where, if necessary, μ is modified by a scalar factor), one has: presents a diffeomorphism by which the Lebesgue measure on i?
2 is transformed into an invariant measure μ οη &.
The Hubert subspace = ^Λ 2 (μ) in Z)'(g) has a reproducing kernel K defined by:
It will be pointed out that the Hubert subspace Λ o log of D' (G} is not invariant under left translations, so it can not be a space of type f) v .
As before, for all A e g the operator fi x : g -> g is introduced by:
(It turns out, s will be seen in the sequel, that the expression (Κ(φ ο Q A ) 9 IfOis replaced by an orbit through a point / = (Ο, α, 0, /?), where β Φ 0, then the same arguments remain valid. It thus appears that ί) ν ο exp Φ ^Λ 2 (μ ν ) for almost every U in the Plancherel measure.
It is an interesting note that in this example the irreducible representations U which do satisfy ξ) υ o exp = ^Λ 2 (μ υ ) are exactly the ones corresponding to flat orbits.
Problem.
If an irreducible unitary representation U satisfies %> υ ο exp = does it follow that the corresponding orbit is flat?
